THE PROHIBmON

ON RESTORA nON OF MAIUUAGE

IN DEUTERONOMY 24:1-4

Raymond Westbrook
The purpose of this anicle1 is to re-examine the law in Deuteronomy 24:1-4
forbidding a man to remarry the wife whom he had divorced and whose
subsequent marriage has now come to an end. and to propose a new solution
to the problem that has troubled commentators both ancient and modern:
what was the rationale behind this curious rule?
Although it later became the basis for the general principles of divorce in
Jewish law. the text itself is concerned with a very narrow set of
circumstances. which are set out in great detail:
When a man takes a wife and I18nies her. if then she finds DO favor in his eyes
became he has found some indecency in her. and he writes her a bill of divorce
and puts it in her hand and sends her out of his house, and she departs out of his
home. and if she goes and becoIIIesanother man's wife, and the latter husband
dislikes her and writes her a bill of divorce and puts it in her hand and sends her
IThis article was first prtcsented as a paper
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out of his house, or if the latter husband dies, who took her to be his wife. then
her former husband. who sent her away. may not take her again to be his wife.
aiter she has been defiled: for that is an abomination before the Lord. and you
shall not bring guilt upon the land which the Lord your God gives you for an
inheritance (8SV).

The lengthy protasis may be analyzed into eight steps which are necessary
for the operation of the apodosis and which correspondingly narrow the
circumstances to which the prohibition will apply:
1. The first husband (H1) marries the wife (W).
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

HI finds "some indecency" ClJl nll~) in W.
HI therefore divorces W.
W marries H2.
H2 "dislikes" (1'<Jw) W.
H2 divorces W.

7. AJler.n~lively(to steps 5 and 6) H2 dies.
8. HI tries to marry W.
In order to understand the law's rationale, it is necessary to discover what is
special about this particular combination of eight circumstances. The explanations offered to date. however. all fail to take into account at least one of
the circumstances listed.
1. The earliest explanation is that proposed by Philo in the Specia/Laws:2
...she must not return to her first husband but ally herself with' any other rather
than him. because she has broken with the rules that bound her in the past and
cast them into oblivion when she chose new love-ties in Dreference to the old.
And if a man is willing to contract himself with such a woman. he ...has lighUy
taken upon him the Sl8IIDof two heinous crimes. adultery and oandering. For
such subsequent reconciliations are oroofs of both.

In other words. the wife has committed adultery and her former husband by
remarrying her becomes a party thereto.

23.30-31.
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Yaron points out.3 this rationale ignores the legal character of the text.
The wife's divorce and her subsequent marriage are both perfectly legal. and
she cannot therefore have committed adultery.4 If Philo is suggestin&that
adultery during her first. marriage was the motive for her div~
and
second marriage. then this is certauiIy not reflected in the text. where the
first divorce is a unilateral act of the husband. and clearly at his initiative.
A1s

2. S. Il Driver suggested' that the prohibition acted as a deterrent to hasty
divorce: the first husband could not lightly send away his wife with the
assurance that he could always take her back again. But here also Yaron
points out the unreality of such a rule: the divorcing husband is hardly
likely to have in mind the possible circumstances following the disSolutionof
a subsequent marriage by his wife.6 Once again the protasis is far too
complexfor the solution offered.
3. Yaron's own proposal takes up a further point made by Driver? namely
that the woman who desired to return to her former home might be tempted
to intrigue against her second husband. The object of the prohibition. in
Yaron's view. is to protect the second marriage from such an eventuality. or
from the first husband attempting to get his wife back. The rule is therefore
3"The Restoration of Marriage".

JJS

17(1966) 1-11.at6-7.

4We would SUggestthat the express mention of the bill of divorce in both cases was to
emphasize the fact that both divorces were legitimate and that no question could arise
of the woman not being free to remarry,' i.e. her subsequent action could not be
interpreted as adultery. Cf. the famous passage in Matthew 5:31-32: "It has been said.
Whoever shall put away his wife let him give her a bill of divorce. But I say to you that
whoever shall PUt away his wife. except for fornication, causes her to comllit
adultery", In our view, Jesus is here denying the efficacy of the bill of divorce to
dissolve the old marriage (or rather. the husband's ability to dissolve and use the bill as
evidence thereof), thus allowing the wife the freedom to remarry. Cf. an Old
Babylonian bill of divorce (Meissner. SAP 91): "H has divorced his wife W. She
has...her .... she has received her divorce-money. If another marries her. H will not
raise claims".
, DeuterOl/Ol/lY

(ICC;2nd ed.; Edinburgh, 1896) 272.

6"Restoration"(above, n. 2) 5.
7 Deu/er(1/JOI//Y

(above, n. 4).
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concerned with the stability and continuation of the second marriage, not the
first.8

Yaron's theory, unlike its predecessors, accounts for the imponance of an
intervening marriage as a condition for the prohibition, but there remains
one circumstance in the protasis that it fails to cover, namely the possibility
It is
of the second marriage ending with the death of the husband.9
understandable that the law might wish to prevent the second marriage
being terminated by divorce. but there is no reason for it to intervene where
an external event has brought that marriage to a natural end. The express
mention of this alternative shows. in our view. that marital discord was not
the situation that the law had in mind.I 0
4. Another approach is to look at the motive clauses at the end of the
apodosis. Wenham compares these to the motive clauses of the prohibition
against incest in Leviticus 18 and 20 and concludes that the Deuteronomic
text actually regards the restoration of marriage as a type of incest. I I His
reasoning is as follows: the incest prohibition applies to certain relations
created by marriage. and may even survive the end of the marriage that
created the forbidden affinity. In the Bible, a wife was regarded as her
husband's sister. Divorce did not terminate this relationship; she is counted
as a very close relative. If a divorced couple remarry. it is an incestuous
union. like a man marrying his sister.
We shall not enter here into a discussion of the validity of Wenham's
analysis of the incest laws or of the nature of the marital relationship. It is
sufficient to say that his analysis cannot possibly apply to the Deuteronomic
law because it· completely ignores the intervening marriage. The law does
not. as Wenham assumes, prohibit remarriage as such, and there is no way
a"Restoration" (above, n. 2) 8-9,
9As pointed out by G. J. Wenham, "The Restoration of Marriage Reconsidered",
(1979) 37-40, at 37.

JJS 30

10The idea that the wife might consider murdering her second husband is too farfetched and is not considered by Taron, but Rashi (8d Joe) sugge3tS that she contributes to his death.
""Restoration Reconsidered" (above,

D.

9),
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that we can see of the second marriage being a factor in the creation of an
incestuous affinity.
5. A final explanation is that there is a natural repulsion 12 against taking
back a wife who had cohabited with another man. Yaron, however, points
out that the Deuteronomic prohibition is unparalleled in any other legal
system, which would suggest the opposite. Nonetheless, C. Carmichael
attempts to show that such an attitude did exist in ancient Israel and thus
provided the rationale behind the law. 13 He finds evidence in a comparison
of the two cases in Genesiswhere Abraham passes off Sarah his wife as his
sister. first to the Pharaoh (chap. 12) who takes her as his wife, and then to
Abime1ech(chap. 20) who is prevented from doing so by a timely warning in
a dream. According to Carmichael. the author of the second passage is
reacting against the situation in the first, where Sarah is actually taken as a
wife, because he finds it offensive that Sarah could be taken by another man
and then restored to Abraham. The Deuteronomic source shares this
sensibility, which it transfers to the legal sphere.
Carmichael's analogy is inexact. The act which is found offensive by both
sources is adultery. It is committed by the Pharaoh and he is severely
punished for it.I" (Sarah. of course. is not punished. being under duress.)
Abimelech is stopped on the verge and spared punishment. Carmichael
attempts to overcome this objection by suggesting that Abraham had de
facio divorced Sarah, thus re-establishing the analogy to the Deuteronomic
law. But if Sarah was divorced. why punish the Pharaoh or threaten to
punish Abimelech? As Wenham points out,I5 Carmichael's interpretation
virtually reinstates Philo's view that the second marriage is adulterous. after
that view had been discredited by Yaron.

12See. e.i .. H. Junker. Das Bucb

Deu1l!rOlN:18til/ll

(Boon. 1933) 100.

13Tile I.aws of DeuIem/1QlU(Cornell. 1974) 203-207.
14The punishment is vicarious:
the killing of melllben of Pharaoh's family is
considered lIUI1ishlIlentof the head of the household.
15"RestorationReconsidered" (above, n. 9) 37.
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We would suggest that, far from there being a natural repulsion, both
biblical and ancient Near Eastern sources find nothing untoward in a man
resuming relations with his wife after she has had relations with another,
even amounting to marriage, providing no other factor makes resumption of
the marriage improper.
Our first piece of evidence is the very same source that Carmichael relies
on, Genesis 12. The Pharaoh marries Sarah, the marriage is prima facie
valid but in fact void due to a hidden defect. When the defect is discovered,
Sarah is returned to her first husband and the first marriage continues as if
nothing had happened. The varying degrees of moral turpitude of the
parties involved do not affect the validity of the marriage.
The second instance in the Bible is the marriage of David and Michal,
which is likewise interrupted by the marriage of Michal to Paltiel.16 The
narrative appears to regard it as perfectly natural for Saul to give his
daughter to another husband after Davidhas fled for his life, and for Eshbaal
later to accede to David's demand for her return. The reason has been
elucidated by Z. Ben-Barak from a widespread practice in Mesopotamian
law)? CodexEshnunna (CE ), CodexHammurabi (CH) and the Middle AM.yrian Laws (MAL ) all contain provisions whereby a person who has been
forcibly detained abroad and whose wife has remarried in the interim may
on his return reclaim his wife.!8 The second marriage, if justified by the
circumstances,I9was perfectly valid, and children of that marriage followed
their father - in other words, they were legitimate. Nonetheless, it was
voidable at the first husband's instance, should he one day return. David's
demand, according to Ben-Barak, is based upon a comparable law which
explains both Eshbaal's acquiescence and the second husband's inability to
resist the demand.20
161 SBlll':20-29:
17"The Leul

2~:11: 2 S8113:12-16: 6:16,20-23:

Backll'ound to the iestoration

21:'-9,

of Michal to David", VTSUD 30 (1979) 15-29.

18CE 29, CH 133-135, MAL 45.
19CE requires only that the first husband have been absent "a 10111 tille", whereas
requires lack of subsistence. MAL sets Ii two-year period (and lack of subsistence).
2o..Iestoration

of Michal" (above, n. 17) 25-29.

CH
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The significance of the comparison from our point of view is that both in
the biblical narrative and in the Mesopotamianlaws a husband is found
claiming the restoration of his wife after she has been married to another
(and even had children by him). and nowhere is revulsion expressed at the
idea. On the contrary. the law hastens to assist the original husband. at the
expense of the second marriage.
Ben-Barak saw a contradiction between the law behind David's claim to
restoration of his marriage and the prohibition in Deuteronomy. and
concluded that the latter was not in force in David's time.21 There is in fact
no need to assume a contradiction. since the special circumstances of the
husband's enforced ablence22 would constitute an obvious exception to any
general prohibition. It will be our contention. however. that the prOhibition
in Deuteronomywas by no means so broad as to come into conflict with the
practice in the case of the abient husband: it applied not to restoration of
marriage as such. but to restoration in very partiCUlarcircumstances.
Let us thefefore return to the protasis of our Deuteronomiclaw and begin by
examining the detail upon which so many of the theories stumble - the
difference in the dissolution of the first and second marriages. In the
former. the husband finds "someindecency" in his wife and divorces her: in
the latter he "dislikes" her and divorces her. or in the alternative. dies.
There must therefore exist some underlying factor which is on the one hand
common to divorce for "dislike"and death. and on the other distinguishes
these two types of dissolution from divorce for "indecency". That factor. we
submit. lies in the property aspect of marriage - more exactly. in the
financial consequencesof its dissolution.
The Bible contains no direct evidence on this aspect of marriage. but
there is sufficient evidence from both earlier cuneiform sources and trom
post-biblical Jewish sources to establish the existence of a continuous
tradition.

21 Ibid.. 29.

22The first _rr1age
oUlerwi3e.

is deemed dissolved by dealll. but lIle fllCtSillY turn out to be
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To take the case of widowhood first. CH 171b-l72

contains the basic

principles:
The wife shall be entitled to her dowry and to marital property that her (late)
husband gave her in writing in a tablet....U her husband has not given her
marital property, they shall make good to her her dowry and she shall take a
share like one heir in the property of her husband's estate.

More than a thousand years later. paragraph 12 of the Neo-Babylonian Laws
(NB ) applies the same principle. if in somewhat different measure:
A wife whose husband has received her dowry and she has no SOD or dauzhter of
her own and death has carried off her husband - a dowry as much as the dowry
shall be given hei from her husband's property. If her husband has given her
a marital gift,23 she shall take her husband's gift together with her dowry and
is quit. If she has no dowry, the judges shall assess her husband's property and
30IIIethingshall be given to her according to her husband's property.

Likewise in the Mishna. the widow is entitled not only to her dowry24 but
also to her "ketubah". namely the marriage settlement· or the statutory
minimum in the absence of a voluntary settlemen1.2,
In the case of divorce. our earliest record of the financial consequences is
Codex Ur-Nammu (CU) 6-7:
If a man divorces bls first wife, be must pay one mina of silver.
If it is a (former) widow whom he divorces. he must pay half a mina of silver.

That this was not the only payment is revealed by CH 138-140:
11381If a man divorces his first wife who has not borne children he shall upon
divorcing her give her money in the amount of her bride-money and make good
to her the dowry that she brought from her father's house.

2300 the problems of the
Babylonian M6.rriage law

terminology, see our

forthcoming

monograph

Old

(AfO Beiheft No.21), chap. 1.

24The rules are complicated by the division of the wife's property into ]1'11 'DJ] and
P<~ 'DJ]. but her basic entitlement is unquestioned. See, e.g. 81. Kelob. 7:1.

'r1J

25Tbese principles are regarded as so self-evident that it is difficult to find a direct
statement of them. For clear indirect evidence, see. e.g.•. Ketub. 10:1-2.
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(139) It there was no bride-money he shall give her one IIina of silver as
divorce-money.
(110)

It he is

1lOO1'.

he shall give her one-third of a m1Daof stIver.

The sums set out in CU and CH are thus revealed as the minimum where
there is no bride-price. The bride-price (/erl1lllllll1) is the equivalent of the
biblical 'iln. and in divorce is used as the measure of compensation. parallel
to the widow's marriage settlement.26 It should be added that this measure
of compensation was itself in lieu of contractually agreed divorce-money.
which was the norm in marriage contracts throughout the ancient Near East.
The MiddleAssyrian Laws. as we shall see below. contain the principle
that at least the dowry is to be returned on divorce. if not always with
additional compensation.27 It is in the Mishna.however. that the tenacity of
the early Mesopotamiantradition is revealed. Apart from her dowry. the
divorcee is entitled. like the widow. to the payment of compensation - her
ilJ 1nJ - which. in the absence of express agreement in the marriage contract.
is a fixed minimum of 200 zuz for a virgin bride and one hundred for a
former widow. i.e. the same distinction as in Codex Ur-Nammu. and in
exactly the same proportions.28 Moreover. a !JtJrailll in the Babylonian
Talmud29 reveals that these fixed sums reoresent the transformation of the

2'where the wife has had children, the financial conseQuences are more dramatic.
The principle revealed by CE 59 and CH 117 is that the husband forfeits his whole
propertY to the wife. See Westbrook. Old BabYlooi80 M8J'ril/Sl! Law (above, n. 23),
chap. 1.
27paragraph 37 appears at first sight to allow the husband total discretion in whether
to live his wife a divorce settlement. but as G. Cardascia (Les LDis AJ:fYJ'it!lJJJeS [Paris,
1969) 191-196) points out, it mU3tbe read in the light of paragraphs 20 and 38, which
refer to the restoration of the dowry and forfeiture of the bride-price respectively. It
should also be read in the light of the husband's contractual obligations, Assyrian
marriage contracts being in no way special in this respect. Possibly paragraph 37 is
denying a right to a statutory minimumas awarded by CH 6-7 and CH 138.
2881. KBIUIJ. 1:2.
29 b. B. ~

82b.
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bride-money into divorce-money, the culmination of a development30which
we have already seen at an earlier stage in Codex Hammurabi. where the
bride-money was the measure of divorce-money.
In summary, there is a tradition spanning the whole length of ancient
Near Eastern law that upon dissolution of the marriage, whether by divorce
or death of the husband, the wife was entitled to a financial settlement
oonsisting at least of the restoration of her dowry but generally also of a
payment from the husband's resources. It is reasonable to suppose.
therefore, that biblical law shared the same principle.
In the case of divorce. however, there is a complication. For if the wife
had committedsome wrong that justified the husband in divorctna her. then
the financial consequenceswere entirely different.
The principal marital offense that a wife could commit was adultery. but
in Mesopotamiaas in the Bible,the penalty was death, and not surprisingly,
there is no word as to the financial consequences. On the other hand. CHalso
discussescases where the wife has committed some wrong less serious than
adultery.
CH I'll reads:
If the wife of a man...31 accumulates a private hoard, scatters her household,
slanders her husband - on being found guilty, if her husband pronounces her
divorce, he may divorce her without giving her anYthing, not her journeymoney, nOl her divorce-money.

If the husband can prove, therefore. that his wife has been guilty of
misconduct. here mostly of a financial nature. he can divorce her without
paying the usual compensation. There is no mention of her d~wry. but if she
is to be expelled from the matrimonial home without even money for the
way, it is reasonable to suppose that the husband was not obliged to restore
30The interim stage is represented by a custom whereby the bride's father returns the
bride-price 10 the groom via the bride, so that it becomes part of her dowry, The
bt:n1ilil reveab how thU clUlOll became law. See M. Geller, "New Sources for the
Origins of the Rabbinic Ketubah", BUCA '19(1978) 227-2'15.
31The clause omitted contains complications which do not concern us here,
Westbrook. Old B6/J.r10Di1lD MMrill81J lllw (above. n. 23) chap. 1.

See
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it. Further evidence for this interpretation comes from the alternative to
divorce given the husband in the same law: the wife will continue to live in
his house "as a slave" - which impliesthat she is stripped of her property.
CH 142 deals. in our interpretation.32 with the case of a woman who
refuses to marry her fiance. If after investigation by the local court it is
found that
...she is chaste aud has no sin aud her husband (=f1anre) is going out aDd greatly
s1audering her, that woman has no penaltY: she shall talce her dowry and go to
her father's house.
If she is not chaste and is going out, scattering her house, slandering her
husband, they shall cast that WOIDan
into the water.

The form of betrothal is known in modem schlarahip as "inchoate
marriage".33 being very close to full marriage. and the provisions of this
paragraph may therefore be extended by analogy. Indeed. there is some
evidence that misconduct by a fiancee in inchoate marriage was treated
more harshly than misconduct by a wife.34 At all events. the misconduct
here is similar to that of the wife in CH I'll. and in addition includes sexual
misconduct. It is unlikely that the latter actually amounted to fornication (or
at least this was not proved). since the usual explicit language is lacking.35
and it is cumulated with other. less serious. offenses. What is important
from our point of view is the fact that the woman. if proved innocent. is
entitled to keep her dowry, The necessary inference is that her misconduct
would lead to its forfeiture. By analogy. if she were a wife and divorced for
such conduct. she would leave without her dowry.
The same principle as regards the wife's property is found in MALA 29.
The law first recites the rule that the wife's dowry and gifts from her fatherin-law are reserved for her own children: her husband's family have no
32The interpretation of the first part of the protasis is a matter of considerable
scholarly disPUte. See Westbrook. Old Babylonian Marriage law (above. n. 22) chap. 2.
33The term was coined by G. I.. Driver and J. Miles in The BabY}OIJianlaws, vol. 1,
(Oxford. 1954)262-263.
34Cf.Oen38:24-25; Deut22:20-21. 24.
35Cf. CH 129. 131. 132. "lying with another man".
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claim to them, It continues: "But if her husband drjf?eS her 00/,36 he may
give it to his children at his choice", A rare ABsyrianverb. pu§gu, "to drive
out with force". is used instead of the standard verb for divorce. ezalJu
According to Cardascia. the reason is that the wife is being expelled for
misconduct. not merely divorced. and hence the rule that in these
circumstances she forfeits her marital property.37
Finally. the principle is stated explicitly in the Mishna:38
These are they that are put away without their Ketubah: a wife that transgresses
the Law ot Mosesand Jewish cUS1Olll.What (conduct is such that it transgresses)
the Law of M<aes? It she lives her husband untithed tood. or has connexion
with him in her uncleanness, or does not set apart dough-offering, or utters a
vow and does not tulfill it. And what (conduct is such that it transgresses)
Jewish custom? It she goes out with her hair unbound, or JPins in the street. 39
or speaks with any man.

The first category of transgressions - against the Law of Moses- is entirely
anchored in Scripture. but the second category has no obvious biblical basis
and must derive. as the Mishna claims. from ancient custom. And from the
Mesopotamiansources it is clear that this custom was very ancient indeed.
Thus a second principle may be posited as common to ancient Near
Eastern law (and thus presumed in biblical law as well): if the wife was
guilty of misconduct. which could be in the sphere of her financial and
household duties or. from the examples in CD and in the Mishna. sexual
misconduct not amounting to adultery but rather in the sphere of indecency
or immodesty. her husband was jUstified in divorcing her without the usual
financial consequences. She forfeited her right to divorce-money and
apparently her dowry as well.
In our text in Deuteronomy. the first divorce comes about because the
husband found "someindecency" (1J1 nll~) in his wife. The term has been
3'FoUowing Cardascia's interpretation.

lob

Amril!l1l1t!S (above. n. 27) 161-163.

37Ibid .• 163.
38.l1P. KIJIUb. 7:6.

39Tbis involves exposing berself.
where men bathe.

Ct.

11.

(lif. 90a, wbicb adds the example of bathing
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the subject of much debate. begjnning with the famous dispute between the
schools of Hillel and Shammai in 111. 6Y,l 9:10. Of the modern scholars. only
A. Toea argued that the term means actual adultery. on the ground that in
most occurrences in the Bible i1n~is employed as a euphemism for sexual
relations (e.g. Lev 18:6).40 But there can be no question of sexual
connotation in Deut 23:15. the only other instance of the identical phrase
1]1nll~.where the physical cleanliness of an army camp is involved.
Driver noted that it must be less than actual adultery.41 since this is
punished not by divorce but by death (Deut 22:22). and suggested "some
improper or indecent behavior".42 This seems to us the correct interpretation in light of the comparative material discussed above. In our view
1]1 nll~ is the type of misconduct referred to in CH 141-142 and in
111. Kelub. 7:6. and therefore justifies the husband in divorcing his wife
without a financial settlement.
What of the second marriage? There. the husband does not claim
misconduct, but divorces his wife for "dislike". The verb. l'<lW. more usually
rendered "hate". is found in the context of divorce not only elsewhere in the
Biblebut throughout the ancient Near East. J. J. Rabinowitz. on the basis of
the Aramaic marriage contracts from Elephantine. claimed that "hate" in the
Bible might sometimes be employed as a technical-term for "divorce".43The
Elephantine marriage contracts contain clauses setting out the financial
consequencesof divorce. The divorce itself was effected. as elsewhere in the
ancient Near East. by the divorcing party pronouncing a formula. which in
two of the documents is rendered "I hate PN my husband/wife".44 Varon
40"Does Deuteronomy 24,1-4 Incorporate a General Law on Divorce?", Dine IsrMll 2
(1970) v-xxiv, at p. vii. 1081'Sargument is weakened by his c18im that the clause is an
interpolation. which relieves him of the need to find a role for it in the law.
410eu1er0lJ0l/lY

(above, n. 5) 271.

42/bid.,270.
43"Marriage Contracts in Ancient Egypt in the Light of Jewish SOUrces", BTbR 46
(1953) 91-97. 1he biblical example that he gave, however (Deot 21:15), is not convincing and has been rejected by Taron (RIDA 4(1957) 119).
44A. Cowley, The Ar8/ll8ic Papyri of /be Fihb Century B.c. (OXford, 1923), No. 15:
E. Kraeling, The B1'OC1klYD Mu:Jr!l//II ArlHl8ic PIIPJTi (New Haven, 1953). No.2.
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accordingly translated: "I divorce...my husband/wife", noting also that
divorce-money was called literally "silver of hatred".45
At first sight, this interPretation is supported by the evidence of
cuneiform sources. The dissolution of adoption in cuneiform law uses the
same verbal formula as marriage. .DIUll/lis .DIUll/Od.i8.but in an adoption
contract from Ugarit, the expected formula is replaced by the verb "hates"
(zerlA.46 Moreover, in an Old Babylonian marriage contract, the clauses
penalizing divorce contaiti the following parallelism.: "if H (husband) divorces W (wife)...! if W hates H 47
The impression given by these sources is. however, a false one. For
fUrther evidence reveals that they represent only an abbreViated version of
a longer formula, "hate I/Dd divorce". Thus in a marriage contract from
Alalakh, the clause penalizing divorce begins: "if W hates H and divorces
him......48 The same is found in a Neo-Assyrian marriage contract except that
the conjunction is misSing(a point whose significance we shall see below):
"if W hates H (and) divorces..:·.49 In the scribal dictionary of legal formulae,
I/DI/ irlisu, the full formula is given: "if a wife hates her husband and says
'Youare not my husband'..:' (which is the standard divorce formula).50 The

45 Introducdm

/Q

llJe Lllw of llJe Arlll6llic PIIPJTi(Oxford.1961) 5"-55.

46 MBS VI 51-56. No. 15.92, "If in the future A hates B. his son..: (lines 7-9). The
normal repudiating formula is: "If in the future A says to B. his son, 'Tou are not my
sou'...

47cr 626a.
48JCS8 (1951) 7. No.9", lines 17-19: .-1118

H W (i-z]f-ir-m

u i-ri-bo-m

49blJq 16 (1951) 37-39 (No.ND 2307), lines 19-50: .-1118 H e-ri-.ra e-zip-pj SUM80, "if H hates, divorces. he must pay", Tho lapidary formulation has led to various
(Warminster. 1976]
interpretations. N. Postute (Fihy Neo-As.r.rri8O legal DoclllllelJlS
105-106) reads e-sip-.fj SUM -80, "he shall pay (back the dowry) to her two-fold", but
such a penalty is unknown and legally dubious. We would likewise reject interpretations based on emendations. sucJ1 as the CAD(Vol. E • p.122, So ~ 1J2flbu): e-zilJ-fj.
"her dowry", and V. Jakobson ("Studies in Neo-Assyrian Law", ...faf'AO 11(1971] 116):
e-zib-tii(l), As we shall see below. the parallel in Mal 2:16 proves the correctness of the
unemended form.
50vn iv 1-5. MSl

I (ed. B. Landsberger: Rome, 1937) 103.
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point is made most clearly in the Elephantine documents themselves. While
the two contracts cited above use the verb "hate" alone. a third has a fuller
version: (a)"if B...says '1hate my wife W. she shall not be my wife·.....;51 (b)
"if W hates her husband and says to him 'I hate you. I will not be your
wife' ..:"2
It is the second clause which is the operative divorce formula and which
was omitted, but implied,in the other two contracts.
The term "hate" is therefore an addition to the divorce formula which
expresses not the divorce itself (for which there is another technical term)
but some extra dimension thereof. This extra dimension must have been
very common,since it was possible to abbreviate the formUla already at a
very early period. To understand what the d.D'lM$ionwas, we must go
beyond the realm of marriage and divorce. The verb "hate" is found in a
variety of contexts in CodexEshnunna (CE ) and CodexBammurabi (CH ), as
follows:
(CE 30) U a DI8Dhates his city and his III83terand nee3...
(CH 136) ...because he haled his dty and ned ...
(142) U a woman hates her husband (-fiance)53 and says, "Tou shall not marry
me•.•••

(193) U (he)..,fiDds out the house of his father and hales his foster-father and
foster-mother and goes to the house of his father ...

The verb invariably appears in combination with a verb of action. providing
the motivation for that action. The motivation appears to turn what might
otherwise be an innocent act into a guilty one, and we therefore feel justified
in applying the terminology of modern criminal law: it is the JlleIJS .re.a the
"guilty mind", which is a necessary constituent of the offense.54 The verb

51Kraelinl (above. n, 44), lines 21-22,
,52LiDes24-25.
53.see note 32 above,
54The other betng the 8CIUS reus, the guilty act,
maxim 8CIUS /JOI/ /!Sf reus nisi .-ens sit rea.
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"hate" is used to show that the action arose from a subjective motive and
without objective grounds to justify it - and for this reason is blameworthy.
In the context of marriage. the element of Jl1eDS rea is explained by our
earlier discussion. A husband could divorce his wife at wllI,5' but had to pay
her a heavy financial settlement. Only if he could justify his action on the
objective grounds of the wife's misconduct could he escape the usual
financial consequences. The verb "hate" therefore expresses the fact that the
divorce in this case is for purely subjective reasons. and the financial
penalties. whether by contract or under the general law. will apply.
The combination "hate and divorce" is found in the Bible not only in the
Deuteronomiclaw. but also in Mal 2:16. and it is the latter that we wish to
consider firat. since our findings from the comparative material must be
universally applicable to be valid.56 .
The paasage in Malachiis a famous crUX.57most of the discussion turning
around the two verbs l'<JW and mw. The traditional Christian interpretation
is that the verse expresses God's opposition to divorce. although this is
difficult to reconcile with the form of the verbs. Thus the AV renders: "For
the Lord saith that he hateth putting away: for one covereth violence with
his garment...... while the &S'V emends the text: "For I hate divorce...and
covering one's garment with violence". A modern scholar. A. Tosato. has
'5And in some 3)'SteJU at lent, a wife her husband.
M6rrill# },IIW (above, n. 23)., chap.

i.

See Westbrook, Old Bll/lylDlllilll

56yaron ("On Divorce in Old Testament Times", HIDA 1(1957) 117-118) suggests a third
It is true that the Hebrew verb
occurrence: "abandoned and hated" in 138 60:15.
"abandon" (JHi) is the ll8DIeroot as the Akkadian verb "divorce" (eafbu), but divorce
does not fit the context at all. and inversion of the formula is not to be expected.
Accordingly, we prefer the traditional interpretation. Taron further mggests that l'<JW
alone means divorce in two passages, Judg 15:2 and Prov 30:23. but in both cases we
consider the U3e of the verb to be non-technical. and the situation not to be marriage
but inchoate marriage. The "hatred" will (or should, in the case of Proverbs) CBU3ethe
marriage not to take place.
57"This has been rightly called the most difficult section of the Book of Malachi",
:see
J. Smith, Ma/8Clli (ICC : Edinburgh, 1912) 17. For a summary of the rearch,
C. Locher, "Alles und Neues zu Malachi 2,10-16", Mil8//#S .BllrlbillNl/}', OBO 38 (1981)
211-271.
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attempted to reconcile this interpretation with the syntax by taking the first
verb as an imperative: "For 'Hate divorce!' the God of Israel has said. ('Hate
him who) covers his own garment with violence'..·.53
The Jewish interpretation, on the other hand, is that the verse
recommends a husband to divorce his wife if he hates her. althOUghthis is
difficult to reconcile with the obvious words of disapproval in the second
pan of the verse.59 one modern interpretation therefore combines recommendation of divorce with disapproval: "Wenn einer nich mehr liebt. Ehe
scheiden aber derjenige besudelt mit Schande sein Gewand 60
We prefer simply to take the two verbs as finite,6t and translate literally:
"For he has hated, divorced...and covered his garment in injustice". The
comparative material discussed above reveals to us the true significance of
the first phrase: "For he has divorced wilhmJl jo8liJ'icalioD". The criticism
is not of divorce as such. but divorce for "hate", where the husband follows
his own inclination and the wife has done nothing to deserVe such a fate.
The phrase 'bated, divorced" without the conjunction has a striking parallel
in the Neo-Assyrian marriage contract mentioned above,62 in the clause
penal-izing divorce, which suggests that it was taken from a standard legal
idiom.
Compared with the verse in Malachi,the use of hate and divorce in the
Deuteronomic law is almost self-evident: it contrasts the second divorce,
where the husband has no objective justification, with the first divorce.
where the husband does have, or claims to have, such justification

(-'J1 nn~).
We therefore have before us the same distinction that exists throughout
ancient Near Eastern law, and, it must be presumed. the same financial
consequences. As we have seen from the comparative material, divorce
58Hll ripudio: deltuo e pena (Mat.

59See, e.g. Abarbanel,
60S. Schreiner,
217-218.

8Jl1 S9(1978)S"8-SS3,atSS2.

"Misc.hehen-Ehebruch-Eb-hefdun&",

61FoUowlDg Smith, A6bc.IJJ
62See above. n. "9.

2,10-16)",

MIlOt:

(above, n. S7) SS.

2A W 91 (1979) 207-228. at
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with justification deprives her of that settlement. In the Deuteronomic law.
divorce with justification is ranged against two alternatives: divorce without
jUstification, and Widowhood. The only feature that the latter have In
common and which at the same time distinguishes them from the former is
that they both result in a financial settlement for the wife. Consequently, as
we submitted at the start of this discussion, it is the unspoken property
aspect which runs lIke a thread through the whole protasis and accounts for
its attention to detaIl and the distinctions that those details contain; it must
therefore be the key to the law's rationale.
We are now In a position to reconstruct the scenario presented by the
protasl8. The first husband has dIvorced his wife on the grounds of her
"Indecency"and has therefore escaped the normal financial consequences he paid her no divorce-money and most probably kept her dowry. The
woman nonetheless managed to find another husband. and that marriage has
ended in circumstances which leave her well proVidedfor: her dowry (if she
had received a second one from her family). possibly marital gifts from the
second husband. plus divorce money or the widow's allowance. Now that she
is a wealthy widow or divorcee. the first husband forgets his original
objections and seeks to remarry her.
The effect would be that the first husband profits twice: firstly by
rejecting his wife and then by accepting her. It is a flagrant case of unjust
enrichment which the law intervenes to prevent. The prohibition on remarriaae Is based on what In modern law would be called estoppel This Is the
rule whereby a person who has profited by asserting a particular set of facts
cannot profit a second time by conceding that the facts were otherwise. He
is bound by his original assertion. whether it is objectively the truth or not.
The estoppel Is expressed by the phrase "after she has been defIled".
A. Hurvitz has pointed out63 that the form of the verb is curious and
unattested elsewhere: 1'<111)1il. The ho.f'81 form expresses causation. and the
correct translation should be: "she has been caused to be unclean". The
point Is not whether the wife is In fact unclean. but that the first husband's
earlier assertion that she was unclean makes her unclean now for the
631n an oral COIIIIunic:ation.
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PUrpofle8of remarrying her. Having profited from the claim that she was
unfit to be his wife. he can not now act as if she were fit to marry him
because circumstances have made her a more profitable match.
A final point is the Deuteronomic postscript to the law "for that is an
abomination before the Lord. and you shall not bring guilt upon the land
which the Lord your God gives you for an inheritance". The phraseology
seems somewhat harsh for a case or unjUst enrichment and has doubtless
been a factor in scholars seeking the rationale for the law in some sexual
taboo. But as Weinfeld notes. the word "abomination" (jlJ~.nn) is used in
Deuteronomy (and in Proverbs) not in a sexual connection but essentially to
emphasize the hypocritical attitude or the malefactor. the classic example
being that of the falsifier of weights and measures.64 The law in Deuteronomy 24:1-4. as we have explained it. is an excellent example of
hypocrisy and may therefore have been used by the Deuteronomic author65
not 80 much ror its property-law implications as to illustrate an attitude that
he wished to condemn.66

64M. WeiDfeld, Deuterono/8J'

IIIJd tlJe Deuterol1tJlljc

..i::IJWl(Oxford,1972)267-269.

65Most probably the law was taken verbatim from an existin& code and only the
PGSISCrilltadded.
66Contrary 10 the views of most scholars (d. T. ll. Hobbs, Z4 W 86 [1974] 23-29), we
doubt whether ler 3:1 has aoy connection with the law in Deuteronomy. The
dissolution of the second marri8&e is not mentioned. and it is the husband in the
rhetorical example who is to return to tbe wife, whereas in marri8le it would be the
other way round. The reference may therefore be 10 an illicit liai!Oll between the II8Il
and his former wife.
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